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Will the Swiss franc continue to appreciate against the euro?
Freitag, 08/19/2022

Several factors seem to indicate that the euro may continue to depreciate against the franc, even though most of the bad news seems to be discounted
already.
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The depreciation of the euro against the Swiss franc accelerated over the summer, with the EUR/CHF falling from 1.037 in mid-June to 0.96 in mid-August, a
depreciation of almost 7% in two months.

EUR/CHF 2017 - 2022
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Bloomberg

Can the franc continue to appreciate against the single currency?

Below, we mention the various factors that weigh in favor of a continuation of the upward movement of the Swiss franc but also the elements that could, on
the contrary, allow the euro to stabilize.
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A major shift by the SNB

As we wrote in a previous FOCUS note (“The reverse currency war”), we may have entered a new era where countries seek to strengthen their currencies
rather than weaken them.

Between 2008 and 2021, our national bank had to make huge efforts to prevent the Swiss franc from becoming too strong. The SNB implemented a negative
interest rate policy but also multiplied the size of its balance by four in order to make massive purchases of dollars and euros. The strength of the franc
threatened the competitiveness of our companies’ exports and also risked reinforcing deflation in Switzerland.

But since last year, we are witnessing a paradigm shift. Several countries seem to have entered an era of competitive appreciation. The world has emerged
from deflation and is now facing record inflation rates. A strong currency is one weapon among others to fight inflationary pressures. In Switzerland, the SNB
surprised the markets in June by raising rates earlier than expected and by announcing that its balance sheet could now be used to buy Swiss francs. The
stated goal was to contain inflation by lowering the cost of imported goods and services through the appreciation of the franc.

According to Goldman Sachs, the SNB probably did not intervene this summer to curb the recent appreciation of the franc. And it could continue to raise rates
by at least the same amount as the European central bank. 

This 180-degree turn has contributed to the rise of the Swiss franc in recent weeks. However, it would appear that the market is still underestimating the SNB's
determination to fight inflation, probably because many investors still have in mind the drastic measures put in place over a decade to fight the appreciation of
the franc.

A real rate differential in favor of the Swiss franc

Regarding the evolution of the Swiss franc against the euro, the real interest rate differential is clearly in favor of the Swiss franc; while nominal interest rates
are almost identical between Switzerland and the euro zone (-0.25% and 0% respectively), inflation has increased much faster in the euro zone than in the
Swiss Confederation (8.9% year-on-year against 3.4% in July). Consequently, the real interest rate differential is clearly in favor of the Swiss franc.

EUR/CHF and real 10-year interest rate differential between the euro zone and
Switzerland
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The evolution of the (trade-weighted) real exchange rate of the Swiss franc against a basket of currencies provides an interesting perspective. The SNB's
decision on June 16 to raise its key rate by 50 basis points and to change its currency intervention policy has brought the real effective exchange rate (REER)
back to the level that prevailed during most of the negative rate period.
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Trade Weighted Real exchange rate of the Swiss franc

Quelle
Goldman Sachs

Assuming that the SNB aims to maintain the real effective exchange rate at this level, a further substantial appreciation of the Swiss franc against the euro and
the dollar is necessary. Indeed, there is a gap of about 5 percent between inflation in Switzerland and that of the Eurozone or the US. The nominal exchange
rate will have to continue to appreciate (albeit at a slower pace) for the real exchange rate to remain stable.

The SNB is increasingly referring to the inflation differential between Switzerland and its trading partners, which seems to indicate that the real exchange rate is
an important input for the monetary policy outlook in Switzerland.

It is also worth remembering that the SNB seems to have a stricter inflation target than its international counterparts. The SNB does not have a 2% inflation
target and instead aims for an even lower level of inflation. During the years of low inflation following the crisis of 2008/2009, the SNB had repeatedly stated
that it had reached its target, even though inflation in Switzerland had averaged only slightly above 0%. This is one of the reasons for the Swiss franc's
reputation as a safe haven currency (see below), and it is probably why the Swiss franc tends to appreciate in times of high global inflation.

It is therefore important not to underestimate the determination of the SNB to fight inflation and therefore to favor a strong franc policy until inflation returns to
very low levels.

The Eurozone facing significant recession and political risks

Inflation has not been the sole driver of the euro’s weakening against the Swiss franc.

Indeed, the macroeconomic dynamics have also contributed to the weakening of the euro. The likelihood of the Eurozone falling into recession in the coming
months is relatively high. The continent is currently facing a serious energy crisis due to the constraints of gas supply from Russia. If there is a gas shortage
this winter, rationing is likely, which will have an impact on both business activity and the inflation rate.

The impact of rising inflation, the energy crisis and deteriorating sentiment has been much more pronounced in the Eurozone than in Switzerland, and EU
economic data has not only slowed significantly, but was also clearly below expectations. This has not really been the case in Switzerland, where economic
activity remains healthy according to the latest economic data.

Beyond the impact of the energy crisis on the macroeconomic fundamentals of the Eurozone, it is likely to reinforce the current flows towards the Swiss
currency, as capital seeks the stability of the franc when Europe is in trouble. Geopolitical uncertainties, with the upcoming elections in Italy, the war in Ukraine
and Sino-American tensions may also support the attractiveness of the CHF in the coming weeks.

Other macroeconomic fundamentals continue to argue for a strong CHF (or even stronger) against the EUR. While both Switzerland and the Eurozone have
trade surpluses, Switzerland's current account surplus is sustantially larger (9.7% of GDP vs. 1.7% for the Eurozone in Q1 22). The Eurozone surplus is shrinking
with the energy crisis, and the Switzerland / Eurozone differential is therefore moving in the direction of a weakening euro against the Swiss franc.
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Some factors could limit the weakening of the euro

As mentioned above, the macroeconomic momentum is currently more favorable for Switzerland than for the Eurozone. But as is often the case in the markets,
the second derivative is more important than the absolute level. Thus, we can see that the differential between economic surprises in Switzerland and in the
Eurozone is fading.

The bad news from the Eurozone is already well anticipated by the market. As growth expectations have been revised downwards significantly, the potential
for negative surprises has diminished. In contrast, Switzerland is showing the first signs of a downturn.  The combination of a strong franc and slower growth in
Europe could have a negative impact on economic activity in Switzerland, a scenario that does not seem to be fully integrated by the market.

The next few months could therefore be characterized by European macroeconomic figures that are decidedly weak but in line with expectations, while Swiss
figures could disappoint market expectations. This dynamic - if it materializes - would favor a stabilization of the EUR/CHF.

EUR/CHF and trade balance differential between the Eurozone and Switzerland

Quelle
Banque Syz, FactSet

Another factor that could limit the appreciation of the Swiss franc is valuation.

The SNB may consider that "the Swiss franc is no longer very expensive", but from a valuation perspective, the CHF is certainly not cheap... According to the
Economist's Big Mac Index, the Swiss franc remains 40% overvalued against the euro.

While valuations (especially in the foreign exchange market) are certainly not enough to form an opinion on a currency, they do matter when they reach
extreme levels. This factor is likely to limit the extent of the move if the downward trend in the EUR/CHF continues in the coming months.
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Conclusion

The SNB is determined to fight inflation by letting the Swiss franc appreciate. Moreover, macroeconomic fundamentals continue to argue for a strong (or even
stronger) Swiss franc against the EUR. The CHF is a safe haven in difficult times, especially when the problems are in neighboring Europe.

However, the macroeconomic dynamics that have weighed on the EUR/CHF recently may become less negative for the euro in the coming months. Valuations
are limiting the potential for further EUR/CHF downside.

Based on these elements, a significant rebound of the euro in the short to medium term does not seem likely. The franc could even continue to strengthen
against the single currency, but at a slower pace than observed this summer.

A significant drop of the euro below 0.90 could be envisaged in a scenario where the energy crisis would plunge the euro zone into a pronounced recession
while keeping inflation high. In this scenario, the European Central Bank (ECB) could be forced to stand still despite an inflation rate well above the ECB target.
The real interest rate differential would then continue to weigh on the EUR/CHF and the franc would also benefit from its safe haven status. Switzerland would
be affected by a recession in neighboring Europe, but probably less than the eurozone, paving the way for a further appreciation of the franc. The probability
of such a scenario remains high. 
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